
Update on my Study on Satan 

The Temple stood from about 520 BCE to its destruction in 70 CE. It was renovated and extended 

during that period. The second half of its life witnessed expansions and innovations in the Jews’ 

beliefs. In addition to the entrenchment of Monotheism, this latter period saw the rise of Messianic 

and Apocalyptic fervor. 

Perhaps as a factor of these developments, Satan the public servant changed into Devil, the diabolic 

personification of evil. 

After releasing my Study, “Satan. Lucifer. Devil”, I was informed of a book that deals with the 

period. It provides valuable information, including on the formation of Devil. This means I will 

incorporate some of this material into my Study. This should not take long to complete, but in the 

meantime the following is a passage from that book. 

The author, Philip Jenkins, terms this latter period of the Second Temple, “the Crucible Years”. 

=============== 

“CRUCIBLE OF FAITH” ON SATAN 

Crucible of Faith: The Ancient Revolution That Made Our Modern Religious World, pages 160-168. 

Philip Jenkins, Basic Books. 

 

AS ANGELS OF Light and good proliferated, so also did their evil counterparts and in exactly the 

same years, from the third century [BCE] onward. The image of a diabolical figure with his dark 

angels was widespread in the thought of the time. Michael and Gabriel served God; Azazel and 

Belial/Beliar rebelled against him. Soon, the chief force for evil would definitively be named as Satan. 

In Christian tradition, Satan or the Devil stands at the heart of a substantial mythology. As commonly 

understood, and as often remembered through Milton’s Paradise Lost, Satan was originally a 

magnificent angel who rebelled against God. God punished him and his followers by casting them out 

of Heaven and confining them to the fires of Hell. Satan accepted his fate—in the words of Milton’s 

Devil, “Better to reign in Hell than serve in Heaven”—and he pursued his war against God’s Creation. 

Among other things, he poisoned God’s human Creation by seducing Adam and Eve into 

disobedience and sin. The consequence of that encounter was that later human beings inherited inborn 

sinfulness, which consigned them to suffering and death. Satan’s Fall from Heaven thus led 

inexorably to the Fall of Humanity. Satan, meanwhile, continues to rule his infernal dominion, from 

which base he and his demonic servants continue to patrol the world, to tempt humans into sin. Those 

who succumb will be eternally tormented. 

In different forms, elements of that saga feature in countless works of literature and art, and it is 

difficult to imagine Christianity without such a Satanic figure. Yet Satan was by no means a major 

character in the canonical Old Testament. In every aspect of his story, he owes his origin to the 

Crucible years, especially to the time of the Enochic writings. Precisely in that era, the Devil enjoyed 

an impressive rise both in his professional status and in his assigned areas of responsibility. From 

being a minor official at the heavenly court, he rose to become a fully fledged adversary of God, 

almost an anti-God, the titanic Lord of Evil known through much of Christian history. Like God, he 

acquired his own institutional hierarchy of inferior angels, and many of those operatives also bore 

individual names and titles. Satan’s authority extended to the material world, and he could rely on the 

faithful service of significant numbers of the human population. His history was retroactively 

rewritten to build up his role in historic events, especially the Fall of Man. 

That initial remark about Satan’s absence from the Old Testament may seem odd if the serpent in 

Eden should be taken as the Devil, but we have no justification for doing so, beyond much later 

commentaries. Nor is it obvious that many later texts that were subsequently applied to Satan were so 

intended at the time. Isaiah offers the famous line “How you have fallen from heaven, morning star, 

son of the dawn!” (14:12). That resonates wonderfully with our memories of the Satanic revolt in 

Paradise Lost. From its Latin Vulgate translation, that passage gives us the name Lucifer. Even so, 
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the being whose fall is celebrated here is in no sense supernatural, but rather refers to the king of 

Babylon. Another text used to establish diabolical origins was the condemnation of the king of Tyre in 

Ezekiel 28, which medieval and modern Christians read as a portrait of Satan and his rebellion against 

God. The linkage initially sounds convincing enough, suggesting as it does a being who was 

originally heavenly and perfect but who fell through pride. There is even a reference to the king 

having been in Eden itself. Yet the text had no such diabolical connotations at the time of writing, and 

Jews historically understood the words to refer to Adam rather than Satan. 

When Satan actually does appear in the Old Testament, he is a marginal figure. For the book of Job, 

he is a divine servant, a kind of public prosecutor. Zechariah too portrays a member of the divine 

court (3:1), rather than a Satan in anything like his later devilish guise. Both Zechariah and Job use 

the term ha-satan, “the satan,” and he is given a definite article rather than a personal name. If Satan 

really had been a major figure in Hebrew thought during the First Temple era, it is astounding that he 

features scarcely at all in the quite extensive surviving writings of the prophets. Never do they 

denounce such enemy peoples as Edomites or Egyptians as “sons of Satan.” (The book of Exodus 

recalls YHWH’s conflict with “the gods of Egypt” without any implication that these were forces of 

cosmic evil [12:12].) If we relied on the canonical Hebrew Bible alone, without subsequent writing 

and commentary, our religious heritage would be Devil-free. 

By the time of 1 Enoch, however, we have entered a different religious universe in which very potent 

evil forces exist and form part of a rival kingdom set against that of God. Among the evil angels who 

descended to earth to mate with human women can be found such later infamous names as Azazel. 

The evil they bring to the earth is cured only by the Great Flood, but evil continues to walk the 

restored earth. The Enochian mythology also appears in Jubilees, where Mastema (“Hostility”) fills a 

role very close to that of the later Satan. Mastema is a transitional figure between the divine servant 

found in Job and the cosmic adversary of New Testament times, although the divine enemy is also 

titled Belial or Beliar. Moses prays that God will send his mercy upon the people, “and create in them 

an upright spirit, and let not the spirit of Beliar rule over them to accuse them before Thee, and to 

ensnare them from all the paths of righteousness.” 

The much greater availability of literary evidence from the mid-second century BCE demonstrates the 

breadth of concern about demonic and diabolical forces, due in part to the acute political divisions of 

the time. We have already seen the frequent references to Belial in multiple Qumran texts and the 

Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. Qumran’s foundational Damascus Document declared simply 

that “in the present age, Belial is unrestrained in Israel.” Jubilees, meanwhile, suggested that a whole 

category of humans, namely, uncircumcised Gentiles, were sons of Belial. 

Other figures too evolved from metaphors into personified forces of evil. The biblical book of 

Proverbs warns of the seductions of adulterous, wicked women who threatened to lead the virtuous 

into paths of disaster and even to the land of the dead. In that instance, the text is using rhetorical 

language to describe literal women. In an extended commentary on this passage, the much-discussed 

Qumran text known as 4Q184 turns the wayward woman into a monstrous demonic female who is 

nothing less than a personification of Death and Hell. A highly sexualized figure, indeed a prostitute, 

she foreshadows such figures of later Christian mythology as the Whore of Babylon in the book of 

Revelation. 

Satan himself became a familiar character in writings around the start of the Common Era. As the 

narrative of his rebellion and fall become better established in the overall mythology, so Satan became 

a powerful opponent of God rather than a wayward servant, and he was engaged in a mounting 

insurgency against divine order. The new synthesis was epitomized by the text the Life of Adam and 

Eve, which created much of the Devil mythology of later eras. This work was written in the first 

century CE and subsequently translated into many languages. This vastly influential text was widely 

read by Jews, Christians, and Muslims—it left its mark in the Qur’an—and it provided much of the 

story made famous in Paradise Lost. In the Life of Adam and Eve, after the expulsion from Eden, the 

holy couple meet Satan, who describes the events leading to his own expulsion from Heaven. The 

Life then tells how this once gorgeous angel rebelled because he could not obey God’s command to 

bow before the newly created Adam. Later in this same century, 2 Enoch tells of “the Watchers, who 
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with their prince Satanail rejected the Lord of Light, and after them are those who are held in great 

darkness on the second heaven.” In several texts, including the Assumption of Moses, the force of evil 

is usually counterposed by a good angel such as Michael, who leads the armies of Light. 

During these same centuries, Satan was credited with much greater direct power and capacity for 

independent action. One important source is the Martyrdom and Ascension of Isaiah, another Jewish 

text that was later edited and revised substantially by Christians. The Jewish original, which dated 

from the first century BCE, is notable for its strong views about devils and demons such as Sammael 

and Beliar, “the angel of lawlessness, who is the ruler of this world.” Those words must give us pause 

for what they show about the utter rejection of “the world” as the Devil’s realm, a weighty notion 

easily reconciled with dualistic readings. The Martyrdom and Ascension tells how Beliar possesses an 

evil king and through him drives Israel into apostasy, causing an upsurge of witchcraft and magic. As 

we have seen, the biblical book of Job depicts Satan as a diligent bureaucrat at the divine court, but a 

quite different image emerges in the much later Testament of Job, an elaborate expansion of the 

original narrative that probably dates from the first century BCE. Here, we find a Satan much more in 

line with the wholly evil image of later Christianity. 

Once Satan had been identified and his kingdom established in the spiritual landscape, that mythology 

proved enormously convenient in understanding the canonical narrative of the Bible. Reading in 

hindsight, Satan or demons could be blamed for otherwise puzzling acts and commands previously 

attributed to God himself. That trend is evident in several post-Exilic writings. In the earlier text of 2 

Samuel, God inspires King David to conduct a census, a disastrous decision with harmful effects. By 

the time the first book of Chronicles recounted that same narrative (21:1), in the fourth century, blame 

for that action has firmly been relocated to Satan. The book of Job demonstrates a tension here, in that 

the evils inflicted on the virtuous man are apparently the work of Satan, but as the work proceeds, it is 

difficult not to see them as stemming from God himself. Perhaps even there, “the Satan” was a later 

addition to an older story. 

Such retroactive rewriting became more common in the second century BCE. It was strongly in 

evidence in Jubilees, which systematically rewrote biblical stories to shift the blame from God to 

Mastema/Satan. One classic revision involved a dilemma that has tormented believers through the 

centuries. According to Genesis, God commanded Abraham that he should kill his son Isaac, only to 

relent at the last moment. Many through history have agonized over whether a benevolent deity could 

really have inflicted such a brutal trick. Jubilees, though, finds no moral difficulty here, as Mastema 

bears the guilt of ordering the test and God appears as rescuer. Again, during Israel’s captivity in 

Egypt, the canonical account says that God hardened Pharaoh’s heart to prevent him agreeing to 

Moses’s demand to free the Israelites, which almost suggests that the resulting carnage and massacre 

were part of the divine plan. For Jubilees, the evil advice stemmed not from God but from his evil 

counterpart. The story culminates when “all the powers of Mastema had been let loose to slay all the 

first-born in the land of Egypt.” 

As the Devil became an anti-God, it was natural to divide his realm likewise into multiple levels and 

to name its demonic guardians. Beyond the Devil proper, a whole mythology now described the 

demons and evil spirits who walk the earth and who could be blamed for any number of ills. The 

belief in evil forces grew out of a kind of imaginative symmetry: if angels existed to bear God’s 

messages, then presumably they should have their evil counterparts, demons or satans. In 1 Enoch, the 

prophet hears four heavenly voices praising God. “And I heard the fourth voice fending off the satans, 

and forbidding them to come before the Lord of Spirits to accuse them who dwell on the earth.” Just 

as the Testament of Levi enumerated the angelic cohorts, so the Testament of his brother Reuben 

warned that “seven spirits were established by Beliar against man, and they are the beginning of the 

deeds of youth.” 

Demons are a potent force in Jubilees, which draws its material from the book of Noah. I quote the 

summary of the pioneering scholar and translator R. H. Charles: 

The demons are the spirits which went forth from the souls of the giants who were the 

children of the fallen angels, Jub. v. 7, 9. These demons attacked men and ruled over 

them (x. 3, 6). Their purpose is to corrupt and lead astray and destroy the wicked (x. 
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8). They are subject to the prince Mastema (x. 9), or Satan. Men sacrifice to them as 

gods (xxii. 17). They are to pursue their work of moral ruin till the judgment of 

Mastema (x. 8) or the setting up of the Messianic kingdom, when Satan will be no 

longer able to injure mankind (xxiii. 29). 

That is an excellent summary of the concepts of Devil and devils known to subsequent Christianity. 

Demons served many practical functions for ordinary believers, in a world where God could no longer 

be readily invoked for the needs of everyday life. As in any premodern society, ordinary believers had 

a pressing need to seek protection from misfortune and harm by esoteric means, through amulets and 

magical texts, and it is in those contexts especially that exemplify the growing belief in angels and 

demons. 

Traditionally, scholars focused on “high” religion, favoring the theological and speculative over the 

vernacular and popular, and they drew a sharp distinction between religion and anything resembling 

magic or superstition. As we explore the realities of lived religion in the past, however, those lines 

become much fainter. In Hellenistic or Roman Egypt, a rich body of surviving documentation reveals 

what ordinary people believed, and this demonstrates the enormous presence of magical beliefs and an 

overwhelming need for amulets, curses, and exorcisms in daily life. Very thin boundaries separate 

magic and scriptural religion, even within a single text or tradition. The book of Tobit includes some 

glorious passages and prayers alongside very basic information about the best way of expelling 

demons, as passed on through an archangel: take a fish and burn its heart and liver. One Qumran text 

enumerates the enemies lying in wait for the righteous, who needed the skills of exorcism and 

protection: “All the spirits of the destroying angels, spirits of the bastards, demons, Lilith, howlers, 

and desert dwellers, and those which fall upon men without warning to lead them astray from a spirit 

of understanding.” The community identified certain psalms as especially valuable weapons in this 

ongoing warfare with demonic forces, and one in particular—Psalm 91—became a mainstay for later 

exorcists and healers. The Aramaic Levi Document includes a typical prayer: “And let not any satan 

have power over me, to make me stray from your path.” 

This magical element is strongly apparent in Noah, Giants, and other Enochic writings. These texts 

might have answered philosophical or spiritual questions about the origin of evil, but they also served 

as highly practical manuals. Together, they reveal a world obsessed with spiritual evil as an all too 

worldly presence, an impression that also emerges from the New Testament. This was, after all, a 

world that drew few distinctions between supernatural possession and illness in body and mind. 

Much of the book of Noah seems designed for a community deeply concerned with different forms of 

protective magic, and security against demonic forces. Technically, this is known as apotropaic 

magic, and it is usually manifested in charms, spells, and amulets. (The word is from the Greek for 

“turn away.”) It usually involves heavy use of sacred or demonic names. Individuals could invoke 

archangels for protection, seek defense against particular named demons or monsters, or even (a 

different kind of magic altogether) call on the demons for their own nefarious purposes. Exorcism 

demanded knowing the individual name of the spirit to be evicted. In later times, both New Testament 

and rabbinic writings would condemn the actual worship or invocation of angels. 

One story in the book of Noah traces the origins of these apotropaic powers. Noah pleads with God to 

be protected from demons, who should be imprisoned in Hell. In response to this petition, Mastema 

agrees that nine-tenths of the evil spirits should be confined forever in Hell, or a similarly far removed 

spiritual dungeon, while the remaining tenth remain on earth to serve the forces of evil. “And we 

explained to Noah all the medicines of their diseases, together with their seductions, how he might 

heal them with herbs of the earth. And Noah wrote down all things in a book as we instructed him 

concerning every kind of medicine. Thus the evil spirits were precluded from (hurting) the sons of 

Noah. And he gave all that he had written to Shem, his eldest son; for he loved him exceedingly above 

all his sons.” 

Readers of those texts could turn to Noah’s tradition for healing from the ills of body, mind, or spirit 

and for protection against that feral remnant of demons that continues on the earth. Based on many 

later analogies, the passage sounds like an origin legend for the skills of fighting and resisting evil 
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forces. It also resembles a thousand later grimoires, manuals of thaumaturgy and ritual magic. As so 

often in later centuries, literate religious figures had to walk a narrow line. Their official task was to 

record and preserve officially approved texts, but at the same time, they faced overwhelming demand 

to supply popular needs in the general area of magic and spells. 


